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R&S®TS8991
OTA Performance Test System
Single-source turnkey 
solutions for cellular and 
 non-cellular wireless testing
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R&S®TS8991 
OTA Performance 
Test System 
At a glance

Wireless enabled devices have to pass a variety of indus-
try and regulatory certifications before they can be sold. 
These certifications include regulatory/compliance testing 
such as EMC, conformance testing such as protocol, RF, 
RRM or LBS, as well as performance testing such as over-
the-air (OTA). Generally, conformance testing is performed 
at the conducted port(s) of the device under test (DUT) 
and is based on pass/fail tests. While the original equip-
ment manufacturers (OEMs) can skip conformance testing 
by integrating precertified modules in their devices, the 
radiated device certification tests have to be performed for 
every wireless-enabled device. 

Rohde & Schwarz provides system solutions for the 
 majority of wireless-enabled device certification tests.

An OTA performance test system is used to analyze and 
optimize the radiated device performance and to validate 
conformance with industry, network operator and internal 
company requirements. Specifically, the antenna patterns 
as well as the transmitter and receiver chain wireless sys-
tem performance such as TRP and TIS/TRS, respectively, 
are verified with an OTA system. These measurements fol-
low test plans and detailed test and setup procedures pub-
lished by industry organizations such as CTIA and 3GPP. 

The R&S®TS8991 OTA performance test system is a full 
turnkey solution that includes an anechoic chamber, 
 positioning equipment, test instruments and automated 
 measurement software. Rohde & Schwarz is the only 
 system integrator that can provide a turnkey solution con-
sisting of system software and test equipment using in-
house  designed and sourced components. 

The featured R&S®CMW500 communication tester sup-
ports all relevant mobile and wireless standards in one in-
strument. Technology upgrades to the system require only 
minimal software and hardware upgrades and can be per-
formed very easily and cost effectively. 

Key facts
 ❙ Compliant with CTIA, joint CTIA & Wi-Fi Alliance® and 
3GPP test plans

 ❙ Modular system design for customer-specific 
configuration

 ❙ Single vendor solution
 ❙ Flexible and upgradeable system concept
 ❙ Turnkey solutions ranging from entry-level R&D to  large 
form factor solutions  

 ❙ Cellular (2G, 3G, LTE, LTE carrier aggregation) and 
non-cellular (A-GNSS, WLAN, Bluetooth®) OTA testing 
capabilities

R&S®TS8991 test chamber and system rack (courtesy of 7Layers).

The R&S®TS8991 OTA performance test system 
performs OTA measurements for all important 
wireless and mobile standards.
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R&S®TS8991 
OTA Performance 
Test System 
Benefits and  
key features
Common OTA measurements
 ❙ Total radiated power (TRP)
 ❙ Total isotropic sensitivity (TIS, per CTIA) and total radiated 
sensitivity (TRS, per 3GPP)

 ❙ Radiated sensitivity on intermediate channels (RSIC)
 ❙ Coexistence measurements
 ❙ Passive antenna measurements/efficiency
 ❙ Signaling vs. non-signaling measurements
 ❙ List of typical OTA measurements
 ▷ page 4

R&S®TS8991 equipment rack
 ❙ Flexible and scalable
 ❙ Large number of supported OTA measurement 
technologies

 ❙ User-specific configurations
 ▷ page 6

Entry-level OTA setup with the R&S®DST200 RF 
diagnostic chamber
 ❙ Compact test solution
 ❙ Fully automated OTA measurements with 3D positioners
 ❙ Multiple feedthrough panels – functional test interfaces
 ▷ page 8

Wireless performance test chamber (WPTC)
 ❙ Anechoic chamber: Albatross Projects Group
 ❙ Positioning system: maturo
 ❙ User-specific solution: add-ons
 ▷ page 10

Turnkey and custom WPTC systems
 ❙ For all needs
 ❙ Many different sizes: from XS to XL
 ❙ Optional features for further adjustments
 ▷ page 12

R&S®AMS32 OTA performance measurement 
software
 ❙ Automated measurements
 ❙ Ready-to-use test templates
 ❙ Unique viewer and test sequencer
 ❙ Simple extension: EMC measurements
 ❙ Result documentation made easy: straightforward result 
display

 ❙ Near-field far-field (NF-FF) transformation
 ❙ Modular technology options
 ❙ Optimized test times
 ▷ page 14

Cellular OTA testing
 ❙ TRP measurements with simultaneous EIRP 
measurements

 ❙ TRP measurements using two antenna arms
 ❙ TIS measurements
 ❙ CA measurements
 ▷ page 16

Non-cellular OTA testing
 ❙ Assisted global navigation satellite system (A -GNSS) 
testing

 ❙ WLAN testing
 ❙ Bluetooth® testing
 ▷ page 18

The R&S®CMW500 wideband radio 

 communication  tester supports all   

relevant  mobile and wireless  standards 

in one instrument.
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Spiral-scan TRP test approach

Total isotropic sensitivity (TIS, per CTIA) and total 
radiated sensitivity (TRS, per 3GPP)
TIS/TRS is a figure of merit for the receiver performance 
of the DUT and utilizes error rate measurements such as 
bit error rate (BER), block error rate (BLER), packet error 
rate (PER), etc. The radiation pattern is generally measured 
every 30° in both azimuth and elevation. At each position 
and for each polarization, the effective isotropic sensitivity 
(EIS) is determined, i.e. the downlink power level at which 
the DUT reports a target error rate. TIS/TRS corresponds 
to a spatial average of EIS values taken uniformly around 
the DUT. The difference between the conducted sensitivity 
and TIS/TRS is an approximation of the antenna efficiency 
assuming that self-interference ( desense), i.e. the degrada-
tion of the sensitivity due to noise sources, is negligible. 

Alternatively, the receive signal strength (RSS) based ap-
proach can be used to perform TIS measurements for 
technologies that support reporting of RSS, e.g. GSM, 
WCDMA, LTE, etc. This methodology starts with the col-
lection of RSS values that the DUT reports at a fixed down-
link power level. This RSS pattern is sampled uniformly 
around the DUT similarly to the classical measurement ap-
proach described above. At the peak of this pattern, a lin-
earization is performed that relates RSS to downlink power 
levels. In the last step, the EIS is measured at the peak of 
the pattern. The RSS pattern, the linearization and the EIS 
at the peak of the pattern are then used to calculate the re-
maining EIS values and subsequently TIS/TRS. 

Common OTA 
measurements
The R&S®TS8991 OTA performance test system not only 
performs OTA measurements according to industry (CTIA 
and 3GPP) specifications, it also allows customizations 
with improved test speeds for R&D purposes. The most 
comprehensive OTA test plan is the CTIA “Test Plan for 
Wireless Device Over-the-Air Performance”, which speci-
fies the measurement method for radiated RF power and 
receiver performance of wireless enabled devices. Key 
OTA measurements are summarized briefly below.

Total radiated power (TRP)
The TRP is a figure of merit for the transmitter perfor-
mance of the DUT. The radiation pattern is generally 
measured every 15° in both azimuth and elevation using 
a dual-linear polarized test antenna to capture two princi-
pal polarizations, theta and phi, either simultaneously or 
 sequentially. At each position and for each polarization, 
the equivalent isotropic radiated power (EIRP) is measured 
and the TRP corresponds to a spatial average of EIRP 
values taken uniformly around the DUT. The difference 
between the TRP and the conducted TX power, i.e. the 
power delivered to the antenna, is an approximation of the 
antenna efficiency. 

Alternatively, a spiral scan approach can be used to per-
form TRP measurements significantly faster with no loss in 
accuracy. This methodology utilizes the simultaneous mea-
surement of EIRPs in both principal polarizations and the 
continuous rotation of azimuth and elevation positioners. 
The test points thus traverse a spiral path around the DUT.

Classical TRP test approach
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Desense test approach using RSIC

Classical TIS test approach

polarization and antenna correlation coefficients, and for 
near-field to far-field transformations. 

Signaling vs. non-signaling measurements 
Signaling measurements utilize a communication tester 
to emulate a “real-life” connection, including the physi-
cal layer. Most industry test cases are based on signaling 
measurements. 

Non-signaling measurements, supported by test modes, 
primarily use signal generators and signal analyzers be-
cause the DUT is operated without any signaling stack.

The R&S®TS8991 system is capable of performing signal-
ing and non-signaling measurements. 

List of typical OTA measurements
 ❙ TRP/EIRP, TIS/TRS/EIS
 ❙ RSIC for cellular technologies/desense
 ❙ Intermediate channel desense (ICD) for A-GNSS
 ❙ Coexistence
 ❙ Single-point offset measurement (SPOM) 
 ❙ Gain, directivity, effi ciency, beam width, front-to-back 
ratio (FTBR)

 ❙ 2D and 3D radiation patterns 
 ❙ Envelope correlation coeffi cient (ECC) between two 
antennas

 ❙ Circular polarization (LHCP, RHCP and axial ratio)

Radiated sensitivity on intermediate channels 
(RSIC)
Typically, only three channels per band are evaluated for 
TIS/TRS, which could leave a large amount of channels 
untested within a given band. RSIC tests provide a quick 
assessment of the presence of desense within the band of 
interest using error rate measurements at the peak posi-
tions of the TIS pattern and at fixed downlink power levels. 
The level of the measured error rates quickly determines 
whether the receiver is desensitized by internal noise 
sources on a given channel.

Coexistence measurements 
Coexistence measurements assess the interference of 
one technology/protocol on another. Typically, error rate 
measurements at a fixed position are performed on the 
receiver of interest with and without the other technology/ 
protocol active. The difference in error rate is a measure of 
the interference and whether two technologies can coexist 
in simultaneous operation.

Passive antenna measurements/efficiency 
Passive antenna measurements solely focus on the anten-
na transmit/receive performance by quantifying the relative 
field strength transmitted/received by the antenna. Passive 
testing is usually performed to optimize the antenna gain, 
efficiency and patterns. Traditionally, a vector network ana-
lyzer (VNA) is used for this measurement, which allows 
measurement of the magnitude and phase patterns. 

The efficiency of the antenna is the ratio of the power 
radiated by the antenna to the power accepted by the 
antenna. 

The phase of the antenna patterns can be used to deter-
mine other important antenna parameters such as circular 

Desense caused by
internal noise source

Channel

BER/FER/PER
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Use of the R&S®CMW500 for all technologies

6

R&S®TS8991 
equipment rack

Flexible and scalable
The R&S®TS8991 OTA performance test system can be 
flexibly configured to meet user-specific requirements. The 
flexible equipment hardware and software allows simple 
upgrading and offers scalable features, which helps re-
duce system downtime, complexity and cost. 

Large number of supported OTA measurement 
technologies
The R&S®TS8991 system supports the following 
technologies:
 ❙ LTE-FDD, TD-LTE
 ❙ LTE-U
 ❙ LTE carrier aggregation 2/3/4 DL CA with single UL
 ❙ WCDMA/HSPA/HSPA+ 
 ❙ TD-SCDMA
 ❙ GSM/GPRS/EDGE
 ❙ CDMA2000® 1xRTT, CDMA2000® 1xEV-DO
 ❙ A-GNSS (A-GPS, A-Glonass)
 ❙ WLAN (IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n)
 ❙ Bluetooth®

Non-cellular

LTE-FDD

TD-SCDMA

WLAN
IEEE802.11a/b/g/n

TD-LTE

Bluetooth®
BR, EDR, LE

WCDMA

GSM, (E)GPRS

FM Stereo™

EDGE evolution,
VAMOS

DVB-T

Cellular

GalileoCMMB GlonassT-DMB GPS

CDMA2000® 
1xRTT

HSPA+ DC-HSPAHSPA CDMA2000® 
1xEV-DO
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R&S®TS8991 equipment rack

¸SMW200A: LTE MIMO

¸SMBV100A: A-GPS, A-Glonass

¸CMW500: 2G/3G/LTE (SISO and 
MIMO), TD-SCDMA, WLAN, 
Bluetooth®, A-GNSS, carrier aggregation

maturo NCD controller: manual positioner control, 
laser alignment system control

¸OSP130: RF switching, amplification

¸FSV/R&S®FSW: TRP, RSE

¸ZNBx, ¸ZND: ripple test, calibration, 
antenna efficiency

¸NRP2 + 2 × or 4 × ¸NRP8S: TRP

 Rohde & Schwarz R&S®TS8991 OTA Performance Test System  7

User-specific configurations
The technologies offered by the R&S®TS8991 system are 
all supported by the unique, all-in-one test platform for 
wireless communications: the R&S®CMW500 wideband 
radio communication tester. The cellular and non-cellular 
technologies supported by the R&S®CMW500 are illustrat-
ed in the figure on the left. 

A-GNSS, e.g. A-GPS and A-Glonass, testing requires an 
additional R&S®SMBV100A vector signal generator/GNSS 
satellite system simulator to create the GNSS signals.

LTE MIMO testing requires an additional R&S®SMW200A 
vector signal generator that serves as a baseband fading 
emulator for 2x2 MIMO using spatial channel model ex-
tended (SCME) channel models. 

TRP measurements can be performed with the 
R&S®CMW500; a spectrum analyzer is recommended to 
achieve a larger dynamic range and faster test times. The 
most cost-effective and generally fastest TRP  solution 
 utilizes power sensors since EIRPs from both principal 
 polarizations can be captured simultaneously. 

A vector network analyzer is used for ripple testing to 
characterize the reflections within the chamber, for path 
loss/chamber calibrations and for passive testing of 
antennas.  

The R&S®OSP open switch platform is used for RF switch-
ing of equipment ports to the respective antenna ports in-
side the anechoic chamber. For optional WLAN/Bluetooth® 
support, the R&S®OSP can be upgraded to  include amplifi-
cation of WLAN/Bluetooth® uplink and downlink paths.

The maturo NCD is the multi-device positioning control-
ler interfacing with the positioners inside the anechoic 
chamber. 
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R&S®DST200 RF diagnostic chamber.
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Compact test solution
The bench-top R&S®DST200 RF diagnostic chamber pro-
vides a compact OTA test solution for diagnostic OTA mea-
surements. Due to its small size and low cost, it is ideal 
for customers with limited lab space or budget. It is well 
suited for customers who need an entry-level diagnostic 
system for fast and reliable estimation of the OTA perfor-
mance of wireless enabled devices. Radiated testing dur-
ing R&D phases ensures faster time to market and reduces 
costs and engineering resources. The individual path loss 
calibration delivers an excellent correlation to larger OTA 
test chambers.

With a frequency range from 400 MHz to 18 GHz, the 
R&S®DST200 can be used to test all common wireless 
standards. Its modular design with accessible top and 
bottom compartments provides flexibility for installing ad-
ditional hardware and interfaces to accommodate specific 
test requirements.

Entry-level OTA 
setup with the 
R&S®DST200 RF 
diagnostic chamber
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Automated 3D phone positioner (R&S®DST-B160). Automated 3D tablet positioner (R&S®DST-B165).

 Rohde & Schwarz R&S®TS8991 OTA Performance Test System  9

Fully automated OTA measurements with 
3D positioners
The most basic R&S®DST200 configuration includes a flat 
table for desense and conducted measurements. When 
the R&S®DST200 is used for OTA measurements, two 
different automated 3D positioners are offered: a phone 
positioner and a tablet positioner. Both positioners are 
controlled by the R&S®AMS32 test and measurement soft-
ware, allowing fully automated 3D OTA measurements for 
some of the most common devices.

Multiple feedthrough panels – functional test 
interfaces
Many tests require access to the DUT’s external interfaces. 
Typical tests cover charger functionality, operation of the 
test mode interface, data throughput and turning on or off 
components such as the display or camera. The bottom 
compartment provides three locations for installing various 
RF feedthroughs and filtered lines: 
 ❙ 9-pin D-Sub lowpass filter and two fiber-optic 
feedthrough connectors

 ❙ Two N-type feedthrough connectors
 ❙ USB 2.0 lowpass filter 
 ❙ 100 V to 240 V AC feedthrough filter

Key facts for the R&S®DST200 RF diagnostic 
chamber
 ❙ Anechoic RF chamber with shielding effectiveness 
> 110 dB for interference-free testing in unshielded 
environments 

 ❙ Wide frequency range from 400 MHz to 18 GHz covering 
all important wireless standards 

 ❙ Compact dimensions suitable for any lab environment 
 ❙ Unique mechanical design provides long-term stability 
and maintains high shielding effectiveness 

 ❙ Simple and effective front door locking mechanism 
without pneumatic components 

 ❙ Automated 3D positioner for OTA and RSE pre-
compliance measurements 
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Pan-type shielding approach
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This approach offers  superior shielding effectiveness with 
typical results of 100 dB and better. This performance is 
sustained over the long term since the shielding perfor-
mance is not impacted by changes in seasons, tempera-
tures or humidity. 

The shielded doors are built into side panels using the pan-
type shielding approach and offer superior performance 
as well as easy maintenance. The doors consist of a metal 
frame, contact springs and metal door leaf, which has the 
advantage that opening and closing the door has a self-
cleaning effect on the contact surfaces. 

The doors utilize either pneumatic or electric actuation for 
comfortable handling at the push of a button. 

The absorbers for the wireless performance test chambers 
are developed and manufactured by Albatross Project’s 
subsidiary Emerson & Cuming Anechoic Chambers NV. 
For the OTA chambers, the WAVASORB VHP absorbers 
are used. This solid, pyramidal shaped, carbon-loaded, 
urethane foam absorber provides the highest broadband 
performance of all known absorber types at both normal 
incidence angles and at wide incidence angles.

All WPTCs come equipped with honeycomb inserts, 
 interior lighting, RF and fiber-optic feedthroughs as well as 
power line filters. 

One key component of the R&S®TS8991 OTA test system 
is the anechoic chamber. The aim of such a test site is to 
create an environment that yields not only accurate, but 
repeatable and reproducible measurements. In close coop-
eration with our partners, a total of five standardized wire-
less performance test chambers were designed. 

Anechoic chamber: Albatross Projects Group
Rohde & Schwarz has a reliable long-term partnership with 
Albatross Projects in the area of EMC and OTA turnkey so-
lutions. Some of the main differentiators of the offered an-
echoic chambers are the pan-type shielding approach, the 
doors and the absorbers. 

Pan-type shielding is used for WPTCs where stainless steel 
shielding panels are cut, bent and punched to standard-
ized dimensions. Panels are bolted and all connections 
use high-performance RF wire mesh or gasket material. 

Wireless 
performance test 
chamber (WPTC)

Pneumatic door.

Sealing material

Self-locking
screw

Sealing bar with
attached drillings

Shielding panels

Self-locking nut
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Positioning system: maturo 
A fast, accurate and reliable positioning system ensures 
short measurement cycles and high repeatability and re-
producibility of test results. The maturo positioners en-
sure highly accurate azimuth and elevation positioning 
systems. The precision drives include integrated absolute 
positioning sensors. Multiple cross-hair laser beams en-
able accurate centering of the DUT placed on the azimuth 
positioner. 

A second elevation positioner can be added for MIMO 
OTA measurements, but it could also be used for faster 
TRP measurements. 

The conical-cut systems, achieved with the maturo posi-
tioners, allow much more straightforward and faster de-
vice setup as well as heavier DUTs when compared with 
some traditional great circle cut systems. The WPTC coni-
cal cut positioner systems have one high-performance 
antenna moving mechanically around the DUT. Multiprobe 
systems, on the other hand, utilize multiple probes distrib-
uted around the DUT that are electronically switched in 
and out with the following disadvantages:
 ❙ Probes have worse antenna performance than the 
dual-linear polarized high-performance antenna

 ❙ Neighboring probes exhibit coupling effects
 ❙ Calibration of probes requires a complex and costly 
calibration procedure that leads to lengthy system 
downtime; conical cut positioner systems, on the other 
hand, just require a simple and quick path loss calibration

User-specific solution: add-ons
Rohde & Schwarz provides turnkey solutions for OTA mea-
surements. A wide range of accessories is available for the 
anechoic chamber and positioner:
 ❙ Phantom head and hands
 ❙ Dipole and loop antennas
 ❙ Slip ring (Ethernet, RS-232, AC power) integrated into the 
turntable

 ❙ Chair for azimuth positioner
 ❙ Heavy-duty turntable
 ❙ Ripple test kit
 ❙ Audio/video monitoring system
 ❙ Earthquake protection kit
 ❙ Sprinkler system
 ❙ Smoke detection system

Dual-arm maturo positioner 

 system for MIMO OTA and faster 

TRP measurements.
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Pre-compliant CTIA-compliant

WPTC-XS WPTC-MWPTC-S

Schematic presentation of the size of the different WPTC models – sizes XS, S and M
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Many different sizes: from XS to XL
The turnkey WPTC models, ranging from XS to XL, have 
been designed for the majority of wireless communica-
tions applications. The anechoic chamber for models XS 
to M have absorber linings to cover frequencies down to 
approx. 600 MHz while the larger L and XL models have 
larger absorbers that cover frequencies down to approx. 
400 MHz. By default, the upper frequency of the systems 
is approx. 18 GHz, but could be increased if needed. The 
range lengths for the smaller two systems, XS and S, 
are too small to be CTIA-compliant (1.2 m). The systems 
M through XL are large enough to be CTIA-compliant. 
 Systems XS and S include 90 cm wide doors with electri-
cal actuation. The larger systems include 120 cm wide 
doors with pneumatic actuation. 

Turnkey and custom 
WPTC systems
For all needs
A variety of turnkey WPTC systems have been designed 
to meet the needs of most customers and applications. 
The smaller systems are highly suitable for customers 
with smaller budgets, little lab space or mostly small UE 
sizes. The larger systems are primarily suitable for cus-
tomers that need to be CTIA-compliant, e.g. third-party 
labs, and therefore need to meet a minimum range length 
between the measurement antenna and the center of the 
quiet zone. However, WPTC systems can also be custom 
designed to meet customer requirements in terms of size, 
functionality, frequency range and applications. 

WPTC model overview
Model WPTC-XS WPTC-S WPTC-M WPTC-L WPTC-XL

Outer dimensions of 
shielding panels, 
W × H × D 

2.43 m × 2.40 m × 
2.43 m
(7.97 ft × 7.87 ft × 
7.97 ft)

3.70 m × 3.00 m × 
3.10 m
(12.14 ft × 9.84 ft × 
10.17 ft)

4.60 m × 3.45 m × 
3.70 m
(15.09 ft × 11.32 ft × 
12.12 ft)

5.20 m × 4.05 m × 
4.30 m
(17.06 ft × 13.29 ft × 
14.12 ft)

5.80 m × 5.10 m × 
5.20 m
(9.03 ft × 16.73 ft × 
17.06 ft)

Frequency range of 
test chamber

0.6 GHz to 18 GHz 0.6 GHz to 18 GHz 0.6 GHz to 18 GHz 0.4 GHz to 18 GHz 0.4 GHz to 18 GHz

Typical range length > 0.65 m (2.2 ft) > 1.02 m (3.3 ft) > 1.30 m (4.3 ft) > 1.38 m (4.5 ft) > 1.83 m (6.0 ft)

CTIA-compliant no (R&D) no (R&D) yes yes yes
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WPTC-L WPTC-XL

Schematic presentation of the size of the different WPTC models – sizes L and XL

Example models: XS and XL

 mode

Height of WPTC-XS: 2.4 m
Person: 1.86 m

Height of WPTC-XL: 5.1 m
Person: 1.86 m

 Rohde & Schwarz R&S®TS8991 OTA Performance Test System  13

All systems include high-performance,  dual-linear polar-
ized measurement antennas covering a frequency range 
from 600 MHz to 18 GHz. Lower frequency antennas that 
reduce the range length slightly are available for the L and 
XL systems. 

Every system includes one antenna arm for typical SISO 
antenna measurements. A second antenna arm including 
a second antenna can be added for LTE MIMO measure-
ments, but this additional arm/antenna could also be used 
for faster TRP measurements.   

Example model: XS 
The XS model is the most compact system that is highly 
suitable for R&D applications and integration into office 
and smaller lab environments. Optionally, the system can 
be placed on casters to move it between different loca-
tions if needed. The full-sized door enables easy access to 
the turntable and installation/removal of the UE. 

Example model: XL 
The XL model is the largest turnkey system and allows 
very large devices to be tested. The large door with pneu-
matic latch and the heavy-duty walkway absorbers allow 
easy access to the turntable and enable large UEs to be 
moved in and out of the chamber.    
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R&S®AMS32 test results with 3D view.

Test sequencer.
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R&S®AMS32 
OTA performance 
measurement 
software

Automated measurements
In order to obtain automated, fast and accurate results, it 
is essential to have a measurement tool that is in constant 
communication with the positioning system as well as test 
and measurement equipment. It is crucial to have software 
that is flexible enough for pretesting and R&D and that is 
straightforward to use for product certification.

The R&S®AMS32 OTA performance measurement soft-
ware provides a streamlined process flow, in-line graphical 
result displays and a comprehensive report tool.

Ready-to-use test templates
Industry, network operator and custom test cases can be 
easily configured by menu-driven, parametric setup of test 
templates. These templates have sufficient flexibility to 
improve speed and for customizations, but allow straight-
forward adjustment of the settings to comply with industry 
standards.  

Rohde & Schwarz provides test templates for all common 
wireless standards. 

Unique viewer and test sequencer
The full version of R&S®AMS32 can be installed on any 
Windows PC without the need for a license key/smart 
card. Measurement data can be visualized, manipulated 
and exported into various formats and reports.

The optional test sequencer enables sequential execution 
of test templates with little to no user interaction.

Simple extension: EMC measurements
The intuitive R&S®AMS32 system software is based 
on the same software platform as the market-leading 
R&S®EMC32 solution. Simple software and possible hard-
ware extensions allow any OTA system to be upgraded to 
a precompliant EMC/RSE system to perform very quick 
pre-tests for spurious emissions, a common problem that 
goes undetected in R&D product phases. 

Result documentation made easy: straightforward 
result display
The integrated report function of the R&S®AMS32 soft-
ware compiles all measured data, such as graphical and 
numerical results, test environments, DUT data and hard-
ware setup, in a single document. The obtained results are 
summarized in a standardized CTIA evaluation report. The 
report layout can be customized and the summary report 
file is stored in standard formats, e.g. *.csv, *.rtf or *.pdf.

Ready-to-use test templates.
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¸AMS32-K22
GSM/GPRS/EDGE technology

¸AMS32-K23
CDMA2000® 1xRTT/1xEV-DO technology

¸AMS32-K24
WCDMA/HSPA technology

¸AMS32-K25
WLAN/Bluetooth® technologies 

¸AMS32-K271
TD-SCDMA technology 
(R&S®CMW500)

¸AMS32-K28
Legacy A-GPS (GSM, WCDMA, CDMA)
technology

¸AMS32-K29
Basic LTE SISO technology

¸AMS32-K30
Enhanced LTE SISO technology 
(-K29 + synchronized ECC and 2 DL CA)

¸AMS32 antenna measurement software
Basic package including functionalities:
passive antenna measurements, range calibration and site ripple test 

¸AMS32-K30A
Advanced LTE SISO technology
(LTE-U, 3 DL CA)

¸AMS32-K33
LTE A-GNSS technology per CTIA

¸AMS32-K33V
LTE A-GPS per Verizon

¸AMS32-K50/-K51/-K52
NF-FF transformation, probe correction

¸AMS32-PK20
GSM/WCDMA/CDMA/LTE technologies

¸AMS32-PK25
GSM/WCDMA/CDMA/LTE/TD-SCDMA/
WLAN/Bluetooth® technologies

¸AMS32-K25
WLAN/Bluetooth® technologies

¸AMS32-K271
OTA module for TD-SCDMA technology 
(R&S®CMW500)

¸AMS32-K28
Legacy A-GPS (GSM, WCDMA, CDMA)
technologies

¸AMS32-PK25
Advanced LTE SISO technology
(LTE-U, 3CC CA)

¸AMS32-K25
LTA A-GNSS technology per CTIA

¸AMS32-K33V
LTA A-GPS per Verizon

¸AMS32-DST antenna measurement software
Basic package tailored for R&S®DST200

Modular technology options

Modular technology options for the R&S®DST200
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Near-field far-field (NF-FF) transformation
The NF-FF transformation is a unique processing extension 
for R&S®AMS32 since it allows the use of passive near-
field antenna measurements to derive accurate far-field 
results. 

This approach, based on the Technical University  of Mu-
nich’s fast irregular antenna field transformation  algorithm 
( FIAFTA), supports full probe correction and delivers excel-
lent flexibility and accuracy through the use of arbitrary 
probes and  irregular sampling grids. 

Modular technology options
R&S®AMS32 is updated frequently to incorporate custom-
er feedback and new features from industry and network 
operator test plans. Existing and new options are typi-
cally offered in a modular fashion to reduce the number 
of licenses and to bundle common features in technology 
bundles. In order to offer a cost-effective R&S®DST200 
diagnostic chamber for OTA purposes, a slightly different 
licensing scheme has been introduced than for the WPTC-
based systems. 

Optimized test times
R&S®AMS32 has been optimized for ease of use and scal-
ability to improve time to market of new and important 
features and test times. Typical test times for CTIA compli-
ant test cases are summarized below. 

Typical test times
Measurement Test mode Test time

Efficiency spiral scan 1 min to 2 min for broadband 
frequency sweep

TRP (cellular) stepped approx. 5 min/ch

TRP (cellular) spiral scan approx. 1 min/ch

TRP (WLAN) spectrum analyzer 8 min/ch

TRP (WLAN) R&S®CMW500 15 min/ch

TIS (cellular) RSS-based 6 min/ch

TIS (CDMA) classical 45 min/ch

TIS (WLAN) R&S®CMW500 15 min/ch
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TRP measurements with simultaneous EIRP 
measurements
For TRP measurements, the uplink performance (from the 
UE to the BS) is most efficiently characterized with a set of 
R&S®NRP power sensors, while the R&S®CMW500 com-
municates with the UE in uplink and downlink over the link 
antenna. The use of power sensors allows the simultane-
ous measurement of EIRPs for the two principal polariza-
tions (theta/phi or H/V) with a very straightforward and 
cost-effective setup. 

TRP measurements using two antenna arms
If a second antenna arm is added, the test times for TRP 
can be significantly improved since one antenna with its 
set of power sensors can measure the upper hemisphere 
while the second antenna with its set of power sensors si-
multaneously measures the lower hemisphere. Generally, 
the test time is reduced by a factor of two.

Cellular OTA testing
The majority of today’s active OTA testing is based on cel-
lular technologies with signaling measurements and fol-
lows test plans from CTIA and 3GPP. For these tests, the 
R&S®CMW500 communication analyzer emulates a base 
station (BS) that the UE is connected to during an active 
call. The link that is not tested is generally routed over a 
link  antenna integrated into the pedestal/turntable, which 
turns with the UE during the test. With this setup, the link 
is very stable during the measurement, vastly reducing 
communications issues such as dropped calls. 
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CA measurements
More recently, carrier aggregation (CA) test cases have 
been introduced in CTIA test plans. The initial focus has 
been on 2 DL CA with a single uplink carrier followed 
by 3 DL CA with a single uplink carrier. Small software 
and hardware changes in the R&S®TS8991 setup allow 
straightforward upgrading to support any of the required 
CA test cases. A sample setup to perform TIS/EIS mea-
surements on the secondary component carrier (SCC) is 
shown below. The SCC DL is characterized over the test 
antenna path with the R&S®CMW500, while the PCC up-
link and downlink are established over the constant link 
antenna path.

TIS measurements
For TIS measurements, the downlink performance (from 
the BS to the UE) is characterized over the test antenna 
path with  the R&S®CMW500, while the uplink is estab-
lished over the constant link antenna path.
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Non-cellular OTA 
testing

In addition to cellular TRP&TIS/TRS tests, the R&S®TS8991 
supports various non-cellular technologies. Very simple 
and cost-effective upgrades to existing OTA systems pro-
vide support of technologies such as A-GNSS, WLAN and 
Bluetooth®. The key enabler for non-cellular testing is the 
R&S®CMW500. 

Assisted global navigation satellite system 
(A -GNSS) testing
Compared to standalone GNSS, e.g. GPS, Glonass, 
Galileo, etc., assisted GNSS (A-GNSS) reduces the time 
to calculate the position of a wireless device (“fix”). In ad-
dition to satellite information, A-GNSS uses information 
from a base station, such as accurate cell coordinates 
and almanac data. Service providers need to deliver fast 
and reliable location information even under poor satellite 
signal conditions, e.g. to meet the emergency service re-
quirements (E911). 

CTIA has standardized the test procedures for A-GPS OTA 
performance for GSM, CDMA, WCDMA as well as LTE. 
These procedures also include test cases for hybrid A-GPS 
and A-Glonass scenarios. The communications proto-
col (LPP or RRLP) used varies depending on the wireless 
 communications standard in use and potentially the bearer 
(C-Plane or U-Plane) being used to transport the assis-
tance data. 
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All CTIA-defined A-GNSS test cases are supported by the 
R&S®TS8991 system by adding the R&S®SMBV100A sat-
ellite simulator to the R&S®CMW500 with the respective 
technology options and corresponding R&S®AMS32 soft-
ware modules.

The schematic setup of these important test cases is 
shown on the left. The GNSS scenario is introduced over 
the test antenna and the A-GNSS performance of the UE 
is characterized by changing the power levels of the simu-
lated satellites. The cellular sidelink in uplink and downlink 
is established over the link antenna.

A-GNSS capabilities
Wireless standard A-GNSS Software option

GSM, CDMA, 
WCDMA

A-GPS R&S®AMS32-K28

LTE (LPP, RRLP) A-GPS, hybrid A-GPS 
and A-Glonass

R&S®AMS32-K33

WLAN testing
WLAN and the coexistence of cellular technologies with 
WLAN and vice versa has been specified in the “Test Plan 
for RF Performance Evaluation of Wi-Fi Mobile Converged 
Devices” developed jointly by the CTIA and the Wi-Fi 
Alliance. 

Specific R&S®CMW500 upgrade options, the addition of 
uplink/downlink amplification in the system paths and 
the R&S®AMS32-K25 software options are necessary to 
upgrade an existing R&S®TS8991 system to support all 
IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n test cases for mobile stations and ac-
cess points. 

To reduce test time and achieve a larger dynamic range, 
a spectrum analyzer with sufficient analysis bandwidth is 
recommended. 

Bluetooth® testing
Even though Bluetooth® OTA testing has not yet been 
standardized, the R&S®TS8991 system already supports 
Bluetooth®. 

Similar to WLAN, just a couple of R&S®CMW500 options, 
uplink/downlink amplification in the system paths and the 
R&S®AMS32-K25 software options are necessary to sup-
port Bluetooth® OTA testing. 
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Specifications in brief
Specifications in brief
OTA measurements according to CTIA and 3GPP standards TRP, TIS/TRS, intermediate channel

general passive antenna measurements

Frequency range depends on system configuration 400 MHz to 18 GHz

passive antenna measurements expandable on request 

DUT positioner

Conical cut positioner depends on WPTC chamber dimensions

Max. DUT load light duty 23 kg 

heavy duty 100 kg

Azimuth range 360°

Elevation range ±165°

Positioning accuracy both axes < 0.5° 1)

Distance antenna to DUT 0.65 m to 1.83 m
(see WPTC model overview table)

Supply voltage CCP positioner 380 V to 400 V, 50 Hz, three-phase,16 A;
208 V, 60 Hz, three-phase, 32 A (USA)

R&S®TS8991 system rack 100 V to 240 V, 50/60 Hz;
max. 2.5 kVA, depending on configuration

Remote control interfaces LAN, GPIB (IEE E 488.2), USB 2.0

General data

Temperature operating temperature range +20 °C to +26 °C

storage temperature range 0 °C to +40 °C

Relative humidity 20 % to 80 %, non-condensing

Dimensions WPTC chamber
(W × H × D, outside of RF shielding)

WPTC-XS 2.43 m × 2.40 m × 2.43 m
(7.97 ft × 7.87 ft × 7.97 ft)

WPTC-S 3.70 m ×  3.00 m × 3.10 m
(12.14 ft × 9.84 ft × 10.17 ft)

WPTC-M 4.60 m × 3.45 m × 3.70 m
(15.09 ft × 11.32 ft × 12.14 ft)

WPTC-L 5.20 m × 4.05 m × 4.30 m
(17.06 ft × 13.29 ft × 14.11 ft)

WPTC-XL 5.80 m × 5.10 m × 5.20 m
(19.03 ft × 16.73 ft × 17.06 ft)

Dimensions R&S®TS8991 system rack  
(W × H × D)

600 mm × 1965 mm × 900 mm
(23.6 in × 77.4 in × 35.4 in)

Rack weight depends on configuration max. 220 kg (485.0 lb)

1)  Higher accuracy on request.
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Ordering information

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by  Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Rohde & Schwarz is under license.
CDMA2000® is a registered trademark of the Telecommunications Industry  Association (TIA-USA).
WiMAX Forum is a registered trademark of the WiMAX Forum. WiMAX, the WiMAX Forum logo, WiMAX Forum Certified, and the WiMAX Forum Certified logo are 
 trademarks of the WiMAX Forum.

Your local Rohde & Schwarz expert will help you determine the optimum solution for your requirements.
To find your nearest Rohde & Schwarz representative, visit 
www.sales.rohde-schwarz.com

Designation Type Order No.
OTA Performance Test System 1) R&S®TS8991 1119.4309.02

Software

OTA Performance Measurement Software R&S®AMS32 1508.6650.02

Option for GSM/GPRS/EDGE R&S®AMS32-K22 1508.6680.22

Option for CDMA/CDMA2000 R&S®AMS32-K23 1508.6680.23

Option for WCDMA/HSPA R&S®AMS32-K24 1508.6680.24

Option for WLAN/Bluetooth® R&S®AMS32-K25 1508.6680.25

Option for TD-SCDMA R&S®AMS32-K271 1508.6680.27

Option for A-GPS: GSM, CDMA, WCDMA R&S®AMS32-K28 1508.6680.28

Option for LTE, SISO R&S®AMS32-K29 1508.6680.29

Option for LTE, carrier aggregation, ECC R&S®AMS32-K30 1508.6680.30

LTE, Advanced R&S®AMS32-K30A 1508.6680.10

Option for A-GNSS: LTE R&S®AMS32-K33 1508.6680.33

A-GPS LTE, VzW SIB8/16 R&S®AMS32-K33V 1508.6680.13

Triggered VNA Measurements R&S®AMS32-K48 1508.6680.48

NF-FF Transformation R&S®AMS32-K50 1508.6680.50

Probe Correction for NF-FF Transformation R&S®AMS32-K51 1508.6680.51

Visualization of Equivalent Currents R&S®AMS32-K52 1508.6680.52

OTA Measurement Software for R&S®DST200 R&S®AMS32-DST 1518.5270.02

R&S®AMS32 Software License Package for R&S®DST200 R&S®AMS32-PK20 1518.5286.02

R&S®AMS32 Software License Package 2 for R&S®DST200 R&S®AMS32-PK25 1508.5286.25

Test Sequencer for R&S®AMS32, R&S®EMC32, R&S®WMS32 R&S®EMC32-K11 1117.6862.02

Hardware

RF Diagnostic Chamber R&S®DST200 1510.9047.02

OTA RF Module, base version R&S®OSP-B151 1522.4600.02

OTA RF Module, 1 × uplink and 1 × downlink amplifier R&S®OSP-B151S 1522.4600.03

OTA RF Module, 2 × uplink and 2 × downlink amplifier R&S®OSP-B151M 1522.4600.04

Upgrade Kit for R&S®OSP-B151, 1 × uplink and 1 × downlink amplifier R&S®OSP-U151M 1522.4600.50

1) Project-specific configuration for R&S®TS8991 OTA test system and wireless performance test chambers (WPTC) required.
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Term Explanation
GPS

A-GPS
global positioning system

assisted GPS

GSM global system for mobile communications

GSMA GSM Association

H/V horizontal/vertical

HSPA
HSPA+
DC-HSPA

high-speed packet access
evolved HSPA 
dual-carrier HSPA

ICD intermediate channel desense

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers

IOT interoperability test

IoT Internet of Things

IP internet protocol

LAN local area network

LBS location based services

LPP LTE positioning protocol

LTE
LTE-A 
LTE-FDD
LTE-LAA
LTE-TDD
LTE-U
VoLTE

long-term evolution
LTE-Advanced
LTE frequency division duplex
LTE license assisted access
LTE time division duplex
LTE-Unlicensed
voice over LTE

M2M machine to machine

MIMO multiple input multiple output

MPAC multiprobe anechoic chamber

MS mobile station

MSD minimum set of data (vehicle data)

NF-FF near-field far-field

OEM original equipment manufacturer

OMA Open Mobile Alliance

OTA over the air

PCC primary component carrier

PHY physical layer (L1 in the OSI model)

PTCRB PCS type certification review board

R&D research and development

RAN random access network

RAT
inter-RAT or IRAT 
multi-RAT

radio access technology 
inter-radio access technology 
multi-radio access technology

RF radio frequency

RSAP reference signal antenna power

RSARP reference signal antenna relative phase

RSE radiated spurious emission

RSRP reference signal received power

RSRQ reference signal received quality

RSIC radiated sensitivity on intermediate channels

RSS received signal strength

RSSI received signal strength indication

RRLP radio resource location services protocol

RTS radiated two stage (MIMO methodology)

RX receiver

PER packet error rate

SCC secondary component carrier

SCME spatial channel models extended

Glossary
Term Explanation
2G, 3G, 4G, 5G second, third, fourth, fifth generation of 

 mobile telecommunications technology

3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project

AoA angle of arrival

ATF antenna test function

A/V audio/video

BER bit error ratio

Beidou (BDS) Chinese satellite navigation system

BLER block error ratio

Bluetooth®

Bluetooth® SIG
Bluetooth® BR
Bluetooth® EDR
Bluetooth® LE

wireless technology standard for exchanging 
data over short distances

...special interest group

...basic rate

...enhanced data rate

...low energy

BS base station

CA carrier aggregation

CC component carrier

CCP conical cut positioner

CCTV closed circuit television

CDMA code division multiple access

CDMA2000®
CDMA2000® 1xRTT
CDMA2000® 1xEV-DO

family of 3G mobile technology standards
...one times radio transmission technology
...one times evolution-data optimized

coexistence requirement to simultaneously operate 
 multiple collocated radio systems with their 
antennas in a single communications device

CTIA The Wireless Association (formerly: Cellular 
Telephone Industries Association)

CW continuous wave

CWG Converged Wireless Group

DL downlink

DMB
T-DMB

digital multimedia broadcasting
terrestrial DMB

DUT device under test

DVB-T digital video broadcasting – terrestrial

EDGE enhanced data rates for GSM evolution

EIS equivalent isotropic sensitivity (single 
 geometric point

EIRP effective isotropic radiated power

EMC electromagnetic compatibility

FDD frequency division duplexing

FIAFTA fast irregular antenna field transformation 
 algorithm

FOM figure of merit

FTBR front-to-back-ratio

Galileo European system for satellite-based navigation

GCF Global Certification Forum

Glonass

A-Glonass

global navigation satellite system (Russian 
system for satellite-based navigation)

assisted Glonass

GNSS,
A-GNSS

global navigation satellite system,
assisted GNSS

GPIB general purpose interface bus

GPRS
EGPRS

general packet radio service
enhanced GPRS
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Canada

USA

Mexico

Brazil

Colombia

Argentina

Uruguay
Chile

South Africa

UAE
Saudi 
Arabia India

Pakistan

Kazakhstan

Azerbaijan

Mongolia

China

Egypt

IsraelAlgeria

Senegal

Nigeria

Kenya

Jordan

Oman

Tunisia

Japan
South
Korea

Malaysia

Indonesia

Australia

Singapore

New Zealand

Philippines

Taiwan

Thailand

Vietnam

Germany

Dallas

Monterrey

Mexico City

Ottawa

Rio de Janeiro

São Paulo

Portland

New DelhiKarachi

Islamabad

Hyderabad
Mumbai

Bangalore

Sydney
Melbourne

Canberra

Shanghai
Taipei

Kaohsiung

Tokyo

Kanagawa
Osaka

Seoul
Daejeon

Gumi CityChengdu

Xi'an

Ho Chi 
Minh City

Beijing

Hong 
Kong

Penang

Hanoi

Selangor

Los Angeles

Columbia/Maryland

Munich

Cologne

Shenzhen

Guangzhou

United 
Kingdom

Ukraine

Turkey

Switzerland

Sweden

Spain

Russian 
Federation

Romania

Bulgaria

Portugal

Poland

Norway

Netherlands

Italy

Hungary

Greece

Malta

France

Finland

Denmark

Czech Republic

Austria

Cyprus

Azerbaijan

Lithuania
Latvia

Estonia

Slovenia

Serbia

Sales level

 Sales locations

Service level

Backup service

Area support center

Local service center

Calibration and maintenance with 
standardized automatic calibration 
systems 

Calibration and maintenance

Maintenance
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The Rohde & Schwarz network in over 70 countries ensures 
optimum on-site support by highly qualified experts.  
User risks are reduced to a minimum at all stages of the 
project:
 ❙ Solution finding/purchase
 ❙ Technical startup/application development/integration
 ❙ Training
 ❙ Operation/calibration/repair

From pre-sale  
to  service.  
At your doorstep.

Term Explanation
TRX transceiver

TX transmitter

UDP user datagram protocol

UE user equipment

UL uplink

VNA vector network analyzer

Wi-Fi Alliance® global non-profit industry association

WCDMA wideband CDMA

WLAN wireless local area network

WPTC wireless performance test chamber

ZigBee IEEE 802.15.4-based specification for personal 
area networks

Term Explanation
SISO single input single output

SNR signal-to-noise ratio

SPOM single-point offset measurement

SUPL server secure user plane location server

T&M test and measurement

TDD time division duplexing

T-DMB terrestrial digital multimedia broadcasting

TD-SCDMA time division synchronous code division 
 multiple access

TIS total isotropic sensitivity

TRP total radiated power

TRS total radiated sensitivity
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About Rohde & Schwarz
The Rohde & Schwarz electronics group offers innovative 
solutions in the following business fields: test and mea-
surement, broadcast and media, secure communications, 
cybersecurity, radiomonitoring and radiolocation. Founded 
more than 80 years ago, the independent company which 
is headquartered in Munich, Germany, has an extensive 
sales and service network with locations in more than 
70 countries.

Sustainable product design
 ❙ Environmental compatibility and eco-footprint
 ❙ Energy efficiency and low emissions
 ❙ Longevity and optimized total cost of ownership

Certified Environmental Management

ISO 14001
Certified Quality Management

ISO 9001

Regional contact
 ❙ Europe, Africa, Middle East | +49 89 4129 12345 
customersupport@rohde-schwarz.com

 ❙ North America | 1 888 TEST RSA (1 888 837 87 72) 
customer.support@rsa.rohde-schwarz.com

 ❙ Latin America | +1 410 910 79 88 
customersupport.la@rohde-schwarz.com

 ❙ Asia Pacific | +65 65 13 04 88 
customersupport.asia@rohde-schwarz.com

 ❙ China | +86 800 810 82 28 | +86 400 650 58 96 
customersupport.china@rohde-schwarz.com

Rohde & Schwarz GmbH & Co. KG
www.rohde-schwarz.com

Rohde & Schwarz training
www.training.rohde-schwarz.com

5213879612
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